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Great Talks, Networking, Farmouts, Posters and Social Events
14-17 April 2015
Fairmont Hotel
Singapore

The Seapex Exploration Conference
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SEAPLEX 2015 - THE CONFERENCE
REGISTRATION $1,150
www.seapexconf.org

SEC 2015 PROGRAMME OF EVENTS

Saturday 11th to 14th April
- Course: Petroleum Geology of SE Asia
- Course: Eage Workshop on Non-Seismic Infra.
Tuesday 14th April Badge Cancellation
- Golf (Tanjong Merah)
- Badge Collection
- Reception

Friday 17th April Conference
- Session 8: Reserves - Papua New Guinea - New Zealand
- Session 9: Australia NW Shelf (West)
- Session 10: Vietnam
- Closing Session
- Asia Pacific Stout Check
- APSC and Seapex Cocktail evening

Note: Subject to alteration. All events in Fairmont Hotel unless otherwise stated.
For current talks listing, see www.seapexconf.org/talks.
For talks contact Chris Nouvelle (chris.nouvelle@tbs-energy.com) or Peter Woodroof (peterbwoodroof@gmail.com)
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At GEOLOG we aim to be best in class in Surface Logging, it's our single focus and as a result we provide customers with the highest level of service possible with proprietary patented technology.

Real Time Services Offered in the Field

**Advanced Gas Detection**
- G5 (DualFid) - C1-nC5 quantitative gas analysis
- G8 (DualFidStar) - C6-nC8 quantitative gas using constant volume, temperature, and pressure
- GeoFluid - GCMS gas analysis
- Geoisotopes - Measuring stable Carbon Isotopes of C1, C2, C3 and CO2 in real time

**Drilling Efficiency**
- GeoFracture - Detecting fractures while drilling using high resolution flow meters
- GeoCVM - Borehole stability and cleanout efficiency from cutting volume machines at shakers
- GeoKickAlarm - Early Kick Detection
- GeoDrillBest - Software analytics of rig operations

**GeoChemistry**
- GeoSource - TOC, Pyrolysis
- GeoROX - XRF, XRD

**Reduce Total Operating Costs**
- Optimize Wireline Operations
- Reduce NPT
- Reduce Downhole Risks
- Accurately characterize reservoirs
- Real-Time Data and Analysis